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Innovative, towbar mounted 
load carrying solution

BC 60 Cycle Carrier
New dimension in cycle racks



BC 60 Cycle Carrier
Convenient and
easy to use

Innovative load carrying solution
The BC 60 Cycle Carrier has been specifically designed 
with the needs of the customer firmly in mind.

Safe, convenient and easy to use the BC 60 easily 
mounts in seconds onto the towball without the 
need for tools. The BC 60 is suitable for cycles with 
a wheel base of up to 1300mm and can carry loads 
up to 60kg, making it ideal for heavy electric cycles. 
Loading cycles onto the BC 60 at waist height is easy 
compared to loading onto a roof mounted rack.

When not in use the BC 60 can be folded (58 x 69 x 
22cm) making storage easy.

A range of practical accessories are available including 
an expansion rail to carry a third cycle as well as a 
transport box and platform, providing additional load 
carrying solutions.

BC 60 Cycle Carrier

Towbar mounted carrier for 
two cycles
Part No: 350 030 600 001

Expansion Rail 

Increases the capacity of  
the BC 60 to 3 cycles 
Part No: 350 014 600 001

Transport Box

Multi purpose box, ideal 
solution when you need  
extra storage space
Part No: 350 002 600 001

Transport Plattform

Robust platform ideal for 
carrying garden waste, DIY 
materials, etc
Part No: 350 004 600 001 

Storage Bag

Bespoke bag for clean and 
easy storage of the BC 60 
Part No: 350 008 600 001

Ride on Ramp

Makes loading and  
unloading cycles easy 
Part No: 350 020 600 001

Wall Mounting Bracket

Metal bracket for fastening 
the BC 60 to a wall 
Part No: 350 006 600 001

Additional Brake Light

For use where the 3rd brake 
light is covered by cycles 
Part No: 350 000 305 173

Innovative system that sets new standards
       Mounts and securely fastens in seconds

       Anti theft protection - both cycles and carrier 
can be locked using one key

      Folds down when not in use for easy storage  
 (58 x 69 x 22cm)

       Payload of 60kg making it ideal for heavy 
electric cycles

       Ideal for cycles with a long wheelbase up to 
1300mm 

       Fold down mechanism facilitates free access 
to the boot even when loaded

      Expansion rail available increasing the  
 BC 60’s capacity to 3 cycles

       TUV / GS Certified

Transport BoxStorage Bag

Compact, fold away design

Robust, weatherproof 
storage platform that 
provides useful  
additional storage 
space for garden waste, 
building materials, etc up 
to 54kg. To keep items 
secure in transit, straps 
can easily be fastened to 
the Platform.

Provides an additional 
200 litres of storage 
space. Charcoal 
coloured robust, all 
weather plastic box 
with wheels and 
removable lid. Mounts 
in seconds.

Transport Plattform


